
.  CAUTION:  Call 911 Or Go To An Emergency Facility If You Are Experiencing Loss Of Bladder Or Bowel Control.  . 
 
If you are SERIOUS about truly eliminating your serious back pain, once and for all, this report is an absolute must!   
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CONFIDENTIAL  REPORT: 
 

“Finally, a Breakthrough for 
Your Neck & Back Pain” 

 
Here’s why this report is absolutely crucial: 
 
1. Here’s what you’ll gain.  For most severe back pain treatments such as surgery, injections, or 

medications, a success rate between 30% and 50% is “normal”.  The heart of this report focuses on 
the clinically tested and FDA approved state of the art technology that produces unbeatable success- 
rates between 80% and 90%. 

 
2. Our powerful guarantee - I’m actually willing to personally guarantee if you are seriously motivated 

to finally put an end to your agonizing back pain – naturally – without drugs or surgery, this will be 
the most exciting and important report you ever read.  Why? You’ll discover what the most 
successful treatment for neck and back pain is… and that it is NOT where everyone else is looking! 

  
 Know this:  This report is more than just how OTHER people solved their neck & back pain.  Much 
more.  It reveals exactly how YOU can too. 

 
• Imagine living the rest of your life pain free. 

 
• Imagine waking up tomorrow morning with your pain GONE. 

                     
• Imagine how much easier your life would be if you could just 

be pain free…. once and for all. 
 
 
There really is an easy way.  In this report, I will reveal to you that way and give you a $245 gift so you 
can see it all absolutely risk-free. 
     
3. What does this mean for YOU?  There is an extremely safe and effective alternative to surgery for 

the   elimination of your severe neck or back pain!  You’ll be surprised to learn that surgery itself is a 
significant trauma, which will leave you with some degree of PERMANENT damage and remarkable 
scar tissue (which is extremely painful and often the reason for poor recovery).  There is absolutely 
no recovery time associated with the revolutionary technology that you will discover in this report 
today!  

 

Are people with Severe Back and Neck Pain really getting 
better without drugs or surgery? 

 
For a Free Consultation Call:    740-386-6580  
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Absolutely! 
 Here’s how a few of our patients lives have been changed … 
 

• “Being pain free is an absolute God-send!” 
• Timothy Sutton could only stand for 1 to 2 hours, could not put his socks on in the morning, and 

could not perform simple chores around the house.  “There was a day that I thought that surgery was 
my only option.  Thank God I tried Spinal Decompression!  Now I can keep my job because I am 
able to stand for 12 hours, I can put my socks on by myself, and I can finally help my wife around the 
house!  I no longer feel like a broken down man when I get home from work, my quality of life is 
MUCH better, and I have been given a new lease on life!”                   -Tim Sutton    Marion, Oh. 
 

• “I rate it a 100!” 
• Donald Smith states that he had a “very, very good experience”.  “I can get around a lot better 

without pain and I really feel great”!  “I would recommend it to anyone with back trouble”.   
          -Donald Smith    Marion, Oh.    

 
• “Pain Free!” 
• “In the last 5 and 1/2 years, I have had surgery on my back, had spinal injections, and had been taking 

several medications for my pain”.  “I was in so much pain that I did not want to go on living with the 
pain”.  After doing Spinal Decompression therapy, I am no longer taking pain pills, I can spend time 
with my family, and am much more pleasant to be around”.  “I feel like a new man, and I can actually 
get out of bed every morning without being in pain”.               -Robert Martin    Bucyrus,  Oh. 
 

• “I am able to enjoy life with my family with a quality I never thought possible” 
• “I am 34 years old and I felt like life was over for me”.  “I suffered from pain, stiffness, tingling and 

numbness, from the base of my skull to the middle of my back”.  “Since I tried Spinal 
Decompression therapy, I no longer have headaches, pain, stiffness, or insufferable moods”.  “I am 
completely off all medications and am free to enjoy life with my family”.  

          -Heather Triplett    Marion, Oh. 
 

• “Without back pain, I have an overall better quality of life!” 
• “The DTS Spinal Decompression treatments were able to relieve my back and leg pain, which was 

most painful in the beginning.”                                                 -JoAnna Fields    Richwood, Oh. 
 

• “I find the thoroughness of the Spinal Decompression program to be very beneficial”. 
• “I have had improvement in posture, strength, chewing and swallowing”.  “I am able to perform my 

household tasks much easier and walking has become much less painful”.  “I used to choke while 
eating and I no longer do that”!                                               -Carolyn Hickle    Marion, Oh. 
 

• “None of the “usual” medical treatments worked for my low back and hip pain” 
• “I thought that surgery was my only answer to my pain”.  “After learning about Spinal 

Decompression therapy, I had hope”.  “In my first week of treatment, I had significant lessening of 
back spasms (spasms that would literally throw me into furniture).  I have now experienced 
improvement in overall relief of pain and am able to stand longer”.  “I’m sure that I could do 
housework better, if I could just get myself to do it”!             -JoAnne Decker    Marion, Oh. 
 

• “My 4 year old grandchild couldn’t even sit on my lap because I was in so much pain” 
• “Before Spinal Decompression, I was told to learn to live with the pain”.  “It was easy for my doctor 

to say that because he wasn’t the one in pain”.  “Now, after Spinal Decompression, I can do things 
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that I never thought I would ever be able to do again”.  “My grandson can now sit on my lap and I 
can even ride bikes with him and that is the greatest feeling in the world”.  “Also, I can get out of bed 
without pain pills and I can wake up knowing that I won’t have pain”! 

        -Mary Griffith    Marion, Oh. 
 

• “My pain was so intense that I had trouble walking to my desk or my car 200 feet away” 
• “Walking to the third floor of my office building was out of the question”.  “I was no longer able to 

do the aerobic classes that I had participated in for better than 12 years, work in my flower beds, 
clean my house, enjoy a day of shopping, and most importantly, lift my 1 year old grandson”!  “I tried 
numerous ways to correct the problem including yoga, pilates, bed rest and pain management that 
only offered me prescription drugs”.  None of them worked.  “Now after Spinal Decompression 
therapy, I can gradually return to what I need to do, being a self reliant, active, baby-boomer.  

        -Karen Lanius    Marion, Oh. 
 

• “I could hardly get out of my car at the end of my work day”! 
• “I had a bulging disc and I felt like I was ninety years old”!  I could not even turn over in bed at night 

without moaning in pain”.  “I thought I was going to have to change my job due to the physical 
nature of my job, and I could feel myself getting worse and worse”.  “All that has changed”.  After 
Spinal Decompression therapy, I feel 100% better, I’ve gotten rid of the awful pain, and I guess I’ll 
be at my job for another eighteen years”!                                -Marilyn DesJardins  Marion, Oh. 
   
 
 

  Dear Friend and Back Pain Sufferer, 
 
 With your permission, let me take you on an exciting guided tour of what’s working—and not 
working—in the treatment of back and neck pain today.  We’ll maneuver around the pitfalls… and there 
are  LOTS of pitfalls!  We have just revealed a few of the personal stories behind the clinically tested and 
proven non-surgical Spinal Decompression, but there are even more eye-opening stories located on the 
green insert.     
 
 This amazing new medical breakthrough, discovered through years of medical research and failed 
back surgeries, is responsible for solving the neck & back pain mystery for thousands of FORMER pain 
sufferers.  Many previously tried everything and were thought to be hopeless cases.  So many that were told 
– “We’ve done all we can do for you, you’re just gonna have to take these drugs and cope with the pain for 
the rest of your life   ” are now, for the first time, pain free.   
 
  Many modern doctors are saying this amazing new technology has revolutionized neck & back pain 
treatments and may make spinal surgery (and other neck & back pain treatments) a thing of the past! 

 
Countless failed neck & back surgery patients have finally found relief after surgery made them 

worse.  Some actually became pain-free even after surgery!  With this new technology, it’s obvious they 
may have never needed surgery in the first place. 

 
The fact is:  Neck & Back surgery has had very disappointing results.  It is also very risky.  One 

side effect is your pain gets WORSE.  Another is PARALYSIS.  A third – DEATH… not to try and scare 
you, but these side effects happen to thousands of people with neck & back pain just like you. 

 

70% HAVE PAIN THE SAME OR WORSE PAIN… 
AFTER SURGERY!!!! 
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In fact, a large study by Dvorak J. et al. reviewed the long-term results of patients that had 
RECEIVED SURGERY for lumbar disc herniations. They reported that of the 575 patients studied, 70% 
still complained of the same back pain: of those, 83% complained of constant heavy pain; 45% have 
a residual sciatica (pain down the leg); 35% are still under some kind of treatment; 47% are 
receiving a disability pension and 17% required repeat surgeries. 1

 
 
My question for you is: Why would you even consider surgery when… 

 
Clinical studies have shown non-surgical spinal decompression to be successful (good or excellent 
relief- meaning pain down to a “0” or “1”) in 86% of patients with herniated discs and degenerative 
joint disease – without ANY side effects. 2
 

The most amazing thing is: 
 

Studies also show a 90% reduction in disc herniations in 71.4% of patients. 3
 
 Why is that so amazing?  Herniated discs were thought to be just about untreatable without surgery 
before the introduction of this incredible new technology.  
 
 Even better, treatment with this space-age non-surgical technology is pain-less, drugless and there 
are NO side effects documented at all.  In fact, many patients report the treatments are so relaxing… they 
actually fall asleep!  Literally, more than 50% of my patients fall asleep! 
 
 And it gets better than that…  Results are MUCH better than surgery.
 

How Would You Like To Check Out This Amazing New Technology And 
See If You Qualify For Treatment… At NO Cost To You? 

 
 You will get to see everything first hand and find out if spinal decompression will be your solution 
like it has been for 86% of former neck & back pain patients in well documented studies. 
 
 In a minute I’m going to reveal to you exactly how you can do just that… and a whole lot more.  But 
first, I want to tell you the amazing story how spinal decompression was discovered, how it works…and… 
why there is an 86% chance it will be the answer to YOUR neck or back pain. 
 
 Even if you decide not to take me up on my incredible free offer, just reading this story will give you 
many of the neck & back pain answers you have been looking for.  Here’s the story: 
 

“Hippocrates had the answer more than 2000 years ago! ” 
       
      Here’s what happened… As you probably already know, Hippocrates is known as the “Father of 
Medicine”.  What you probably don’t know, is that he is also revered as the “Father of Traction”.  Traction 
is literally the primitive form or original form of Spinal Decompression.  However, Spinal 
Decompression is NOT traction. Spinal Decompression has been discovered only in the last 10 years and 
is now the Undesputed Leader in the treatment of Severe Low Back and Neck Pain (we will talk more 
about that in just a moment so don’t doze off).  Sometime between 460 B.C. and 380B.C. Hippocrates 
invented what is known as “The Hippocratic Bench.”   
 

For a Free Consultation Call:    740-386-6580  



 
 
            The table used tension to help in setting bones.  The Patient would lie on a bench at an adjustable 
angle, and ropes would be tied around his or her arms, waist, legs or feet depending on the treatment that 
was needed.  Winches would then be used to pull the ropes apart, correcting the curvature in the spine or 
separating an overlapping fracture.  This contraption inspired many of the modern orthopedic devices that 
are used for traction purposes today.  
 

You’ll be surprised to learn that it also influenced one of the most feared devices known as “the 
rack”. 

 
        Not to be mistaken for traction, this form of punishment was used for thieves and other major 
offenders in medieval England and some European countries.  I promise we only use “the rack” for 
“special” patients.  JUST JOKING!  Thank goodness for medical technology and over 500 years of medical 
advancements, as they have made Spinal Decompression therapy the most comfortable form of treatment 
next to receiving a personal massage. 
          
         Even before Hippocrates however, the first account of traction for spinal deformity is recorded in the 
Srimad Bhagwat Mahapuranam (WHAT???), an Indian epic written between 3500 and 1800 B.C.  A 
passage describes Lord Krishna applying traction to correct the hunchback in one of his devotees, Kubja:  
“To shower the fruits of his blessings, happy Lord Krishna decided to straighten Kubja, who was deformed 
in three places (spinal degeneration most likely).  He pressed her feet by his foot, held her chin by two 
fingers and pulled her up.  By the touch and pull of Lord Krishna, she became a beautiful straight woman.” 
 
          A miracle?  The validity of this story may, of course, be placed into question.  Nevertheless, the fact 
remains that this passage (and more importantly this form of back treatment) is the earliest known reference 
to traction, predating Hippocrates the “Father of Medicine”, by over a millennium!  Fortunately, we have 
come a long way in the last 5000 years!  STAY WITH ME BECAUSE HERE COMES THE PART 
THAT YOU HAVE BEEN PATIENTLY WAITING FOR!   
  

The Research:  Over the years, medical researchers (beginning with Hippocrates) began to notice an 
unexpected result of “traction” of the spine.  So the researchers did what they do best, they investigated this 
new phenomenon.  After years of research and development, non-surgical Spinal Decompression was 
finally discovered and the rest is, as they say… history! 
 
 Here’s what they found:  When pressure is taken off the intervetebral discs, with specific angular 
traction (not the typical traction like the Hippocratic Bench and many other orthopedic traction devices still 
used today), severe back and neck pain is relieved!  This was a revolutionary breakthrough in back and 
neck pain treatments!  The researchers literally discovered how to get the discs into a “zero-gravity” state 
(just as though you are flying through space), or a state at which there is no resistance from contracting or 
injured muscles and the disc could now heal.  Wow!     

 
 How Does Zero-Gravity Help My Discs? 

 
 Imagine your spine as a bunch of blocks stacked on top of each other…  
24 blocks to be exact.  In between each block is a disc.  The discs are incredibly  
important.  Discs are sort of like... shock absorbing jelly donuts (just stick with  
me for a minute).  What I mean is the outside of the disc is made up of tough  
fibers called the annulus fibrosis (or “rings”) and the inside has a soft, jelly  
like substance… the nucleus pulposus.  The outer rings are very important as  
they are the strength that keeps the inner substance inside. 
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When you have an injury or abnormal stresses on the spine for ANY 
reason, one or more of the discs will have abnormal mobility.  This can 
excessively wear on the discs and prohibit the essential exchange of oxygen, 
nutrients, and waste products.    When your disc is injured or torn, the jelly 
like substance on the inside can leak out.  This is called a herniated disc.   

This jelly like substance is highly irritating to the surrounding anatomy 
and is one source of pain. 

 
  If the outer material is not torn, discs can bulge – without herniating.  Kinda  
like if you step on a balloon and it doesn’t pop.  The balloon bulges out to one side,  
or the other, without the rubber breaking. 
 

 Whether bulged or herniated… 
 
 The Result:  Degeneration, and breakdown of the discs.  The discs lose height  
and begin to degenerate, then bulge, and may even herniate!  When a disc bulges or  
herniates it does so in the direction of the nerves!  OUCH!!  In fact, these discs can actually PINCH THOSE 
NERVES and can cause pain, numbness and weakness in your back, down your legs and even into your 
toes! 
 

Those injured discs will cause inflammation and swelling of the nerves and ALL tissues surrounding 
the discs, including the stabilizing back muscles.  Making muscle spasms a possible symptom with disc 
injuries.  When a disc bulges or herniates it is a MAJOR cause of back pain.   
 

And That’s What Can Cause Radiating Pain… Or… Pain, Tingling And 
Numbness Going Down Your Leg And Possibly Into Your Toes. 

 
 Unfortunately, I’m sure you are familiar with this. It is often referred to as sciatica, radiculopathy, 
referred or radiating pain (or symptoms).  Which leads us to a very important question: 
 

How Do Discs Heal? 
 
Your discs require proper motion, and with that motion your discs exchange oxygen and nutrients 

and rid themselves of unwanted waste products. Which if kept inside the discs, would cause pain and 
destruction of the discs themselves. 
 

Why Don’t Discs Heal On Their Own? 
 
When discs are injured, muscles will spasm around the disc(s) to protect them. These muscle spasms 

do not allow proper motion in the discs. If the discs do not have motion, they don’t heal on their own. 
Additionally, the discs are avascular, meaning they don’t have an independent blood supply.  For instance, if 
you cut your finger, blood comes and heals your injury- your discs can NOT do that! And that is how non-
surgical spinal decompression comes into the picture, to heal the disc(s). 
 

Now back to the Research… 
  
 When you travel through space, the effects of gravity are removed  
and you are in a weightless state.  ALL the pressure is taken off your spine  
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and discs.  Unfortunately, you also lose bone and muscle mass while in space (due to the change in 
atmospheric pressure) and astronauts have a long recuperation period upon returning to earth.  Thank 
goodness you don’t have to travel to space for this breakthrough treatment!! 
 

Even better – and this is the key -- it seems as though a negative pressure is created through the 
effect of having zero gravity!     
 

What happens is this negative pressure, reproduced by the Triton DTS Spinal Decompression bed, 
actually draws the herniated material back into the disc and allows it to heal.  In fact, studies show a 90% 
reduction in disc herniations in 71.4% of patients. 3

 
By naturally drawing the herniated material back into the disc, pinching of the nerves is relieved 

and so is the pain.  It takes away the true cause of your pain and symptoms instead of masking it with 
drugs or cutting the herniation out with surgery.  So there is your answer as to why zero gravity is so 
important in treating a degenerated or herniated disc!  Sorry that took so long!!  I wanted to make sure that 
you were properly informed.   
 
 Also Know This… 

With the herniated material back where it is supposed to be, it is possible to also gain height.  One of 
the major reasons you lose height as you get older is this shrinking of multiple discs.   
 

One Big Problem… 
  
 All this sounds great.  But there is only one big problem with this miracle neck & back pain solution:  
You would need to spend time in outer space to get these great results!!! 
 
 If you’re not an Astronaut – you are out of luck! That is, until now… 
 

Recent Medical Breakthroughs have led to the development of  
Advanced Technologies to reproduce the effects of zero-gravity space travel  

RIGHT HERE ON EARTH! 
  
 Through the combination of proven scientific principles, the latest technological developments and 
the brilliant work of a specialized team of physicians and medical engineers – Encore Medical Corporation, 
the world leader in Physical Medicine, now offers this Revolutionary technology in its incredible Triton DTS 
spinal decompression equipment.  Treatment using the Triton DTS equipment has been proven to 
relieve pain by: 
  

• Enlarging The Disc Space Height(s).  
• Reducing (or Eliminating) Bulges & Herniations. 
• Strengthening Outer Ligaments To Help Move Herniated Material Back Into Place.  
• Reversing The High Intra-Disc Pressures Through The Application Of  
      Negative Pressure. 
• Reduces Nerve Irritation and Inflammation. 

 
  In simple English… 

 
 

For a Free Consultation Call:    740-386-6580  
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The “Triton DTS” Relieves Pain… Safely and Effectively! 

 
According to a study in the American Journal of Pain Management, the decompression method 

provided good to excellent results for 86% of patients with herniated or ruptured discs and 75% of patients 
with facet arthrosis. 4
 

Before we go any further, I want to let you know ALL your options up front: 
 
 

You have EXACTLY 7 Options For Your Low Back Pain… 
 
Unless you choose to live with your pain, you have EXACTLY  7 options for your low back pain: 

 
1. Medication-  Whether you take medication orally, by an injection or  

topically (rubbing in on your skin) it all works the same way.  Medication  
may temporarily ease pain and inflammation in the tissues surrounding  
the discs, but because discs don’t get an independent blood supply, medications will do 
nothing to heal the cause of your pain-  The discs themselves, and/or the forces which 
caused the discs to become injured in the first place, are not being fixed with medication.   

 
KNOW THIS:  Medications for neck & back pain (pain medications, anti-
inflammatory medications, muscle relaxers, and even “over the counter 
medications”…) should be used ONLY on a temporary basis due to the extremely 
significant and well documented hazardous side effects to the liver, kidneys, stomach, 
and intestines (just to name a few).  Please consult your medical doctor about ALL 
possible side effects BEFORE you consider taking medications long term for your 
pain…  Your health is too important NOT to heavily weigh ALL of your options. 

 
2. Massage-  Massage is very effective with muscle pain and dysfunction, and massage may ease 

your pain temporarily, however massage simply can do nothing to change the cause of the 
problem…the discs. 

 
3. Acupuncture-  Acupuncture has had some success helping several different  

types of pain, but offers no solution to the cause of your disc pain. 
 

4. Physical Therapy-  Physical therapy is the second most effective treatment choice for neck & 
back pain and helps many different conditions very well.  Physical therapy uses exercises, 
which are simply contraction of muscles.  Contracting muscles around a bulging or herniated 
disc can actually make the bulge or herniation worse by creating more pressure on the disc 
and pushing the weakened and injured disc material further out toward the nerves making the 
problem worse.  Physical therapy alone is NOT recommended for disc injuries.

 
5. Chiropractic-  Chiropractic is incredibly successful with a multitude of conditions, 

especially low back pain.  In fact, studies show chiropractic to be THE most effective 
treatment for conditions of neck & back pain… unless there is a disc problem.  Similar to 
physical therapy, manipulation to a bulging or herniated disc can make it worse!  
Possibly even rupturing the disc!  Chiropractic is NOT recommended for disc injuries.  
However, once the disc is healed, it is recommended to see a chiropractor to ensure 
proper mobility within the discs and to maintain proper disc and joint health. 

 
 6. Surgery-  The three current most common types of surgery for a disc injury are:  
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1)  Discectomy-  What the surgeon will do is take a scalpel (sharp knife) and 
cut away the part of the disc that is actually bulging or herniating out toward 
the nerves.  In some cases this offers temporary relief as the physical pressure 
is now off the nerves.  The problem with this is the part of the disc cut out is the 
outer rings-  the strength!  Nothing was done about the forces that caused the 
disc to wear excessively in the first place and now the disc bulges and/or 
herniates again, faster and easier because some or all of those annular rings  
are now gone!  Pain returns because the problems were NOT addressed 
properly. 
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2) Laminectomy-  In this operation the surgeon reaches the spine through an 
incision.  After the muscles of the spine are spread, a portion of the lamina (a bony 
protective covering over the spinal cord) is removed (cut out permanently) to expose 
the source of the compression- the herniated or bulging disc. The herniated or bulging 
disc is then cut out/off.  Again, the problem with this is the part of the disc cut out is 
the outer rings-  the strength of the disc!  Nothing was done about the forces that 
caused the disc to wear excessively in the first place and now the disc bulges and/or 
herniates again, faster and easier because some or all of those annular rings are now 
gone!  Pain returns because the problems were NOT addressed properly. 

 
3) Spinal Fusion-  This is done a number of ways.  Some times 
 plates are placed on the front or sides of the bones and large  
screws are drilled into the bone.  Some times even larger screws  
are drilled into the bones (one on each side of each bone) and  
fastened to a plate from the back.  Some times pieces of bone are 
forcefully broken off from the hip and placed in the area to try to  
get the bones to “grow together”.  Finally, some combination of 
those are used.  When this is done, NOTHING was done to help  
HEAL the REAL problem-  the disc.  Also, those forces that caused the injury to the 
disc are now transferred above AND below the fusion, causing excessive wear and 
tear on those discs.  It’s not uncommon to hear “looks as if the discs above and below 
have finally worn out too, and we will have to fuse those as well”… 

   
Special Note:  Surgery itself is a significant trauma, which will leave you with some 
degree of PERMANENT damage and remarkable scar tissue (which is pain sensitive). 

 
It should be clear to see why studies show that 70% (some say as much as 

83%) of spinal surgeries are failures-  leaving you with the SAME pain or WORSE 
pain afterwards!  Surgery for disc injuries should ONLY be considered as a LAST  
RESORT, when ALL else has FAILED or when you have loss of bowel and bladder 
control.  Surgery has NOT been shown successful for neck or back disc injuries.

 
7. Spinal Decompression-  Clinical Studies show non-surgical, drugless, non-invasive spinal 

decompression to be 86% successful, even after failed surgeries!  The BEST part about 
spinal decompression is that there are NO documented side effects!  This is the ONLY 
treatment which actually HEALS the disc and targets the TRUE cause of YOUR  PAIN!

 
Question: Where else have you been told ALL of your options?  Well you  

got it here.  Now let’s give you all the facts about Spinal Decompression so you can have  



ALL the information you need to make the decision that is BEST for you! 
 
 Let’s Summarize: 
 
 In a nut shell; Thanks to Hippocrates and his invention of the traction table along with more than 
500 years of medical research, they finally solved the mystery of severe neck and back pain with the 
discovery of Spinal Decompression Therapy(…AGAIN NOT to be confused with traction!).  Modern 
medical technology has closely duplicated the effects of “zero-gravity”, right here on earth, with the Triton 
DTS non-surgical spinal decompression equipment.  This has led to an 86% success rate in a specific study 
with bulging and herniated disc pain and with no side effects whatsoever.  And here’s the best part… 
 

The Triton DTS has been cleared by “The Food and Drug 
Administration”…  You’ve gotten to know them as the “FDA”. 

 
 The main conditions the Triton DTS has documented success with are: 
 

�  Back pain      �  Neck pain 
�  Radiating leg pain     �  Radiating arm pain 
�  Sciatica       �  Degenerative disc disease 
�  A relapse or failure following surgery   �  Facet syndromes 
�  Herniated and/or bulging discs (single or multiple) 
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A very important note:  The Triton DTS has been successful with even the most severe cases… even 
when NOTHING else has worked.  Even after failed surgery! 

 
What Are Treatments With  

The Triton DTS Like? 
 
 You start by laying face up, face down, or on your side. Whatever is most  
comfortable is how you will lay. This is crucial because you need to be as comfortable, as possible, to get 
the maximum benefit from the Triton DTS.  After lying on the Triton DTS, you are fitted with a Universal 
Belting System.  The upper half of the Universal Belting System helps to stabilize your upper body.  The 
lower half will connect to the advanced computer system, which adjusts to the proper angle of distraction, 
allowing us to target specific discs… that are causing your pain and symptoms.  For neck pain patients, there 
is a very comfortable cervical distraction device that gently decompresses the targeted discs and connects to 
the Triton DTS computer system. 
 

The distractive forces utilize a logarithmic curve to avoid proprioceptor response, which would create 
muscle spasms.  The split table design decreases friction and allows separation of the vertebra, minimizing 
the effect of gravity (You will understand this better once you watch the Triton DTS video on your free 
visit). 

You will be able to lay face up or down, or even on your side (just depending on what is most 
comfortable for you) and the amazing Triton DTS computer reproduces the anti-gravity effect on your back 
that helps herniated material return to it’s normal position and stop the pain.  All without the 
interference of muscle spasm or tension due to the advanced technology of the Triton DTS system! 

 
Patients describe the treatment as a gentle, painless, intermittent stretching of your neck or back.  

And like I said before, it can be very relaxing; many patients actually fall asleep during treatment. 
 

 



How Is The Triton DTS Different  
From Other ‘Traction Devices’? 

 
 Regular traction has been around for a long time.  Traction’s results with neck &back pain has been 
minimal at best.  The big problem with traction is it pulls both the muscles and the spine,  
which causes unwanted muscle spasms in the spine.  The computerized Triton DTS applies  
specific forces at the proper angle to address and decrease intradiscal pressure and enhance  
fluid exchange within the targeted discs.  This expands the space between the bones and  
restores nutrients and blood flow to the disc – which causes healing.  
 
 MRI studies comparing regular “old” traction to spinal decompression have shown  
regular traction does NOT return herniated material back into the disc, while spinal  
decompression DOES return herniated material back into the disc (reducing or eliminating pain). 5
 

Patients also say the Triton DTS is extremely comfortable… even relaxing… while traction can be 
very uncomfortable.  Many patients who once suffered through traction with no results are enjoying 
pain-free treatments on the Triton DTS. 
 

How Long Are Treatments And…  How Many Do You Need? 
 
 Patients typically undergo 15 to 30 treatments sessions.  Each complete treatment lasts between 35 – 
60 minutes.  This, of course, depends on your individual case and is determined by a thorough evaluation. 
 
 Following each session, a hot or cold pack and electric muscle stimulation may be applied to help 
pain relief and speed the healing process, depending on your particular situation. 
 
 It is important to note that many patients get substantial, immediate relief after just a few treatments.  
Some after just one or two. 
 

The really good news is… this is not something you have to continue to do for the rest of your life.  
So it is not a big commitment. 
 

Right About Now There Are Only  
Two Questions You Should Be Asking Yourself: 

 
Question #1:  How do I find out if I am a candidate for the Triton DTS? 
 
Question #2:  How much is it going to cost me? 
 
 Here’s the answer to #1:  If you could be here with me right now, I could show you, through 
computerized testing and examination procedures, EXACTLY what’s causing your problem and if you are a 
candidate for the Triton DTS.  I can also tell you if you have a condition that requires treatments that I do not 
provide, I will refer you to the appropriate doctor. 
  
 I will show you and explain to you in plain and simple English (not the medical mumbo-jumbo most 
doctors give you) what’s going on and how you can get better as fast as possible.  How you can finally 
start getting your life back. 
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Here’s a what you get to cash in on for free: 
 
 

1. A consultation with me, Dr. Seth S. Gray, Director of Marion Waldo Chiropractic and The 
Ohio Neck and Back Pain Relief Centers, to discuss your problem and answer ALL your 
questions you may have about neck or back pain and the Triton DTS.  You will be taken by the 
hand and ALL your questions and concerns will be answered before you leave. 

 
2. A complete neck or back pain/spinal decompression qualification case history and 

questionnaire to help determine if you are a candidate for the Triton DTS. 
 

3. A specialized Neck or Back Pain/Triton DTS Qualification Evaluation. 
 

4. A written “Recommended Action Plan” giving you the results of your examination, tests, if you 
qualify for our Complete Spinal Disc Rehabilitation and Surgery Prevention Program, and 
what your options are.  If at this point our evaluation reveals a condition that is better treated 
by other means, we will refer you to the appropriate Doctor. 

 
5. If you would like, I could also show you the Triton DTS and demonstrate how it works.  So          

you could “see it for yourself.” 
 

How would you like to take part in this amazing evaluation for yourself?  You can… without 
spending a single penny.   
 
 Here’s the answer to #2: 
 
Since I Can’t Possibly Do The Evaluation And Show You If The Triton DTS Will Work For 
You Without You Actually Being Here… I’m Willing To Give You This Exact Neck or Back 
Pain/Triton DTS Qualification Evaluation With All The Stuff Listed Above ($245 value) 
ABSOLUTELY FREE!  
 

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?   Just call my office at 740-386-6580 and mention that you want 
your “FREE Neck or Back Pain/Triton DTS Qualification Evaluation” or simply the “Decompression 
Evaluation.”  It’s absolutely free with no strings attached.  There is nothing to pay for and you will NOT be 
pressured AT ALL to become a patient.  I promise. 
 
Not at all.  You will be given the information you came in for, told if you qualify for my Triton DTS 
program and what your best option is.  From there it’s up to you.   
 

But if you want to give my program and the Triton DTS a try (as long as you qualify  
and we have an opening) you can learn if this technology is for you without risking a single penny!  
   

You’re probably asking yourself, “Why would he give away so much of his time and services for 
free? There must be some catch!” 

 
The answer to that is simple: 

 
“There is NO Catch. I Just Want To Give This To As Many Neck & Back Pain 

Sufferers As Possible...Before It’s Too Late.” 
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 I truly believe in “Give unconditionally, and you shall receive.” 
 
 Bottom-Line:  If you are suffering.  Anything from arm or leg pain, to neck, back, or shoulder 
pain.  If you don’t know what’s going on inside you.  If you’re wondering if you will ever get better.  If you 
are scared you’re gonna get worse and have to undergo surgery.  If you have already had surgery and it 
didn’t work, or even made you worse.  After you get this free evaluation and see what the Triton DTS 
can do for you, you may not be anymore.  
 
 You will have the incredible feeling and freedom of knowing what is wrong and  
how you’re problem can be solved.  The incredible feeling and freedom of FINALLY  
living without pain.  The bottom line... Feel Better = Live Better! 
 

After you get this evaluation and qualify for the Triton DTS you will be like the one-eyed man in the 
valley of the blind!  If you don’t know that story, he was king!

 
Now, I can not tell you IF you will qualify for my Complete Spinal Disc Rehabilitation and Surgery 

Prevention Program, but if you do, you have absolutely nothing to lose and possibly everything to gain. 
 
 But you must do this right away.  Once the word got out about my Triton DTS, neck & back pain 
sufferers started coming out of the woodwork.  In fact, I became so busy I often miss lunch!  Several months 
after buying the first table, I was literally forced to get a second table just to keep up with the demand. 
 
  I have now written this report and started running ads, and I honestly don’t know how long this offer 
will last.  I could literally get swamped with calls overnight and have to shut it down.  I can only accept a 
very limited amount of new patients every month.  If you don’t respond, don’t worry, someone else will! 
 
 I always want to make sure you get the individual attention your case requires so you get better as 
fast as humanly possible.  For that reason… this offer could be suspended or cancelled at any time.  We 
are now on a two week waiting list and that list is growing fast. 
 
 But I will guarantee you an immediate appointment if you call within the next 12 days.  After 
that, your spot will be released to someone else. 
 
 So don’t delay.  Any “thinking it over” and you could be shut out.  It’s scary how fast word about my 
Triton DTS program is traveling.  If you are even the slightest bit interested in what I’ve said in this report 
and finding out if spinal decompression therapy can end your pain and suffering…     call 740-386-6580 
right now, while it is still on your mind and I still have openings. 
 
 You’ve spent so much time suffering already.  Why not take 20 minutes of your time and find out the 
REAL cause and the REAL solution to your back pain … and make your life so much easier and better? 
 
 This is how you can finally take away the pain and open so many doors in your life that were 
slammed shut due to this crippling condition.  Jump-start your passion for life and restore the quality of 
life that you deserve.  You OWE it to yourself.  Finally achieve all the things you easily could have without 
the pain and suffering of back pain constantly holding you back.  
 

 
The 7 Most Dangerous  

Words To Your Future 
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 There are 7 simple words that threaten to ruin the rest of your life.  Destroy ALL your future 
happiness.  What are they? 

“ It  will  go  away  all  by  itself ” 
 
If those words have crossed your mind, here are the disturbing facts: 

 
1. 80-90% of all adults will suffer with low back pain at some time in there life.6 
2. LBP is the leading cause of disability for people under 45 years of age.7 
3. LBP is the second leading cause of visits to doctors’ offices.8 
4. LBP is the third leading reason for hospital admissions.9 
5. Annual costs of back pain in the U.S. range from $20-$75 billion, and as much as $100 billion 

worldwide.10 
6. According to Met Life Insurance statistics, the average back treated  medically without surgery costs 

$7,210 and the average back treated surgically costs $13,990.11 
7. Statistics indicate that 15-20% of the population have LBP in any given year...approximately 32 

million cases.12 
 
One of the biggest “accepted” myths about back pain is that it goes away all by itself, 

without any treatment.  Most doctors believe the claim that 90% of episodes of low back pain 
will resolve within one month.  Well, a May 1998 study in the British Medical Journal proved 
this myth FALSE!  Here are the eye opening results: 
  
 Patients condition 12 months after initial medical consultation -  

  No pain & No Disability………….…. 25%   

  Pain OR Disability……………….. 25% 

  Pain AND Disability…………… 50%  
 

 The authors of the study concluded: 
 

“This takes account of two consistent observations about low-back pain:  Firstly, a previous episode 
of low-back pain is the strongest risk factor for a new episode, and, secondly, by age 30 years almost half the 
population will have experienced a substantive episode of low-back pain.  These figures simply do not fit 
with claims that 90% of episodes of low back pain end in complete recovery.”13 

 
 Obvious Conclusion… 75% of (neck &) back pain sufferers will have either pain or disability, or 
pain AND disability, one year after their initial consultation to a medical doctor...It is clear that (neck or) 
back pain does NOT get better without PROPER treatment.  
 

Here’s Something To Consider:  Real Life Security… 
 

 Most people think about one thing when they think about security... MONEY.  Well, the minute you 
suffer with a serious health problem such as neck or back pain, you know that not to be true.  Just ask 
yourself this question:  “If I could plunk down $1 million in your lap right now, or take away your neck or 
back pain, which would you choose? 
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 What would you do with your $1 million feeling like you do?  
 
 There are many ways to make money and enjoy life if you are healthy  
and pain-free.  I don’t personally know of one if you are constantly in pain. 
 
 The only ultimate security in life is your health.  When you have your health, you can do anything 
you set your mind to... it removes so many barriers from your life... the world is at the tip of your fingers. 
 
If this does not mandate you picking up the phone right now and scheduling your FREE 
consultation and evaluation and seeing EXACTLY what the Triton DTS can do for YOU, 
I’m at a loss as to what would. 
 

I can’t even begin to understand anyone (who is serious about solving their neck or back pain and 
living a happy pain-free life) who would not JUMP on this opportunity - - immediately.  So many people 
have been helped already and are pain-free today (just read the testimonials I sent you).  It makes absolutely 
no sense for you to continue to suffer when you don’t have to. 

 
“To Be Free of Pain or Not To Be…” 

 
I’m sure that you are familiar with the real estate tycoon Carlton Sheets, or at least with one of his 

infomercials that seem to be on T.V. all the time.  His “no money down” form of real estate investing has 
given more people “financial freedom” than either one of us could shake a stick at!  But that is not my point.  
Carlton Sheets is a man of action.   

 
He knows that if you delay or over-analyze anything too much, you will, inherently, never be able to 

see the obvious value in his formula for financial success and as a result, never reap the benefits of his 
proven methods.  In other words, even though his real estate methods are proven and easy to use, there are 
still thousand that watch, get excited, and almost make the call.  Why?  Because they froze up and gave in to 
their inability to take the next step.  This is human nature!  He refers to it as “Paralysis of Analysis”.  Too 
much analysis or “over analysis” causes us to freeze up and not take action! So in the end you may have    
lost the key to your financial success, and gained Absolutely NOTHING!   

 
So when it comes to your back and your health, are you willing to risk your LIFE WITHOUT 

PAIN?  Or are you ready to take ACTION and finally take that long awaited step towards a new pain free 
life?  By not taking advantage of our FREE offer, you are choosing a LIFE OF PAIN in place of your own 
Common-Sense  that is telling you to TAKE ACTION.  Up to now, NOTHING, that has been 
recommended to you, or that you’ve done, has worked for you.  Not drugs, surgery, injections, acupuncture, 
chiropractic, you get the point. How many more temporary relief treatments like the ones I just mentioned 
are you willing to put yourself through and simply waist your precious time, your money, and insurance 
dollars on? The only thing you have to lose is the answer to your severe neck or back pain, and not to 
mention, the quality of life that you deserve.  Your health is in your hands.  The decision is YOURS. 

 
Ask yourself these critical questions… 

 
Go to last page → 

For a Free Consultation Call:    740-386-6580  
 
What is my alternative?   
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Haven’t I waited long enough? 
 
Can I afford to live with this pain for the rest of my life? 
 
Can my family afford for me to live with this pain for the rest of my life? 
 
Without my health, what do I have to look forward to?   
 
How affordable are my current house and car payments, not to mention these forever rising gas  

            prices, if I can’t work or have to change my occupation due to pain? 
 
If there is absolutely no risk to me, than why am I not calling right this second? 
 
Can I really afford to pass up this FREE offer that may be the answer to my agony? 
  

             
I’ve shouldered ALL the risk and you don’t risk a single penny. 

 
Call now.  Don’t get left out.  And start a brand new life WITHOUT back pain in as little as a couple  
of treatments.  

(740) 386-6580 
 Sincerely, 

 
 
P.S.   Please remember, you only have 12 days to call and get your FREE spinal decompression evaluation 
($245 value).  I have also received hundreds of calls requesting this report.  If you do not act fast, you may 
have to be placed on a waiting list and have to pay the full $245 fee.  And as far as I know, I am the only 
Doctor in Marion and the surrounding counties successfully treating patients with severe neck and back pain, 
without drugs or surgery.  If you think this amazing opportunity might be for you – call right now.  If the 
lines are busy, just call back.  If you get the voice mail, be sure to leave a message.  Our machine will time 
stamp and date your call to make sure we reserve your spot.   
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